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RICHMOND MARKET PLACE: ARCHAEOLOGICAL WATCHING BRIEF 
FOR NORTHERN ELECTRIC 

strnmBS 
h watching brief on works by Northem Electric m various parts of 
Richmond Market Place took place m early 1994. A number of holes was 
dug, and two trenches for new cables. One of these, across the westem 
part of the Market Place, cut through previously undisturbed deposits of 
rich organic waterlogged material which contained pottery, bone, wood 
and leather which has been dated to the late medieval (fourteenth to 
fifteenth century), m a succession of pits and spreads. These can be 
interpreted as midden deposits within the medieval market place, rather 
than purely domestic rubbish. The state of preservation was very good, 
indicating a high potential for further work m the Market Place. 

INTROEUCTION 
Richmond i s an important historic town, having been developed m the 
l l t h and 12th centuries as the administrative centre of the Honour of 
Richmond and prospering as a market town throughout the medieval period. 
The Market Place, which was laid out to the north of the castle i n a 
semi-circle possibly reflecting the original outer bailey of the castle, 
s t i l l survives intact. Some of the buildings upon i t date back to the 
12th century, such as the Chapel of the Holy Trinity, and various 
specialised markets and crosses are known to have stood i n the westem 
portion of the Market Place. The market continued to flourish 
throughout the medieval period, with local industries such as tanning, 
leather dressing, f u l l i n g , copper, coal and lead mining supporting the 
town. The importance of the market had diminished by the later 
fifteenth century, but the inportance of the textile industry increased 
and the town rennained prosperous until the end of the eighteenth 
century. 
BRCKOIOOND 
In January 1994, Northem Electric carried out various works i n the 
Market Place of Richmond, North Yorkshire. These involved the cutting 
of two trenches for new ducted mains cables, and various associated 
holes for jointing, m the west, north and eastem parts of the Market 
Place (see Plan 1). 
Previous excavations i n and around the Market Place have shown that 
archaeological deposits from the medieval period occur m a number of 
places. Qn the north side of the Market Place, excavation i n advance of 
development behind Boots the Chemist revealed archaeological levels, and 
in 1993 the relaying of the carriageway through the Market Place from 
King Street to Castle H i l l exposed rich waterlogged deposits of medieval 
date. 
In the light of previous discoveries, an archaeological watching brief 
was required during the Northem Electric work i n the Market Place. 



THE WATCHING BRIEF - DESCRIPTIOif 
A l l the work was done by hand by the contractors, PDC Construction Ltd., 
with a compressor to break up the concrete where necessary. The f i r s t 
trench, T l , crossed the Market Place from the footpath on the west side 
of the Holy Trinity Church to the footpath i n front of the Co-op on the 
west side of the Market Place. A joint hole was excavated i n the 
footpath at either end (HI and H2). The second trench, T2, was entirely 
i n the footpath along the northem side of the Market Place in front of 
the Kings Head Hotel. Further jointing holes were dug on the west side 
of Trinity Church Square (H3) and to the north of Trinity Church (H4 and 
H5). 

T2 and HI -H5 were a l l cut into ground which had been disturbed by 
services in recent years, and although T2 i n particular produced 
reasonable quantities of medieval pottery i t was intermingled with 
modem deposits and there were no sealed or undisturbed layers. Tl 
however cut through ground which, below the cobbles and their concrete 
setting, contained sealed levels of medieval date. These included 
pottery, bone, wood and leather. 

The results of the watching brief form an important addition to the sum 
of knowledge of medieval Richmond, and together with those from the 
watching brief of 1993 carried out by NAA confirm the rich potential of 
the westem part of the Market Place. 
The bulk of the finds came from a series of pits and spreads between the 
Holy Trinity Church and the westem edge of the Market Place (see 
Sections Tl). These reached to a maximum of 110 cm. below the present 
ground surface, and were up to 70 cm. deep. The narrowness of the 
trench, no more than 50 cm., meant that the overall amount of material 
removed was f a i r l y small, which i n tum resulted i n small samples of a l l 
the material recovered (see acconnpanying report on the plant rorains). 
However, sufficient was recovered to reach some conclusions about the 
nature of the rennains. Dating evidence, from the pottery types (see 
below) and the leather fragments (see leather report) suggests a late 
medieval date. The one datable piece of leather clearly suggests the 
late fourteenth century, while the pottery i s given an overall fifteenth 
century date. This slight discrepancy may be the result of the 
intermingling of later deposits m some of the layers. 
A l l of the remains give indications that the pits were something other 
than purely domestic middens. The large size of many of the pottery 
fragments suggests an homogeneous deposition, and the bone fragments are 
considered not to be domestic household waste. The plant remains, which 
include numerous wood fragments, clinker and coal, bracken, straw, flax, 
bread wheat and barley, as well as some exotic plant remains such as 
figs, indicate the presence of trade. The bracken and straw, which come 
from Context 7, a shallow layer extending between two pits, may be from 
a deliberate spread of material to provide a surface on which to walk. 
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WATCHING BRIEF TflEWCH DEĤ AILS 

Tl (Sections Tl) 

Tl consisted of a hand dug trench approximately 45 to 50 cm wide and 
between 60 and 115 cm deep, running east-west across the westem part of 
the Market Place. From i t s eastem end i t crossed the carriageway and 
then ran north of the obelisk to the westem edge of the Market Place 
outside the Co-op, across the cobbles. 
Under the tannac of the road was a layer of concrete extending to 25 cm. 
below the surface, and this also ran below the cobbles to the east of 
the road. To the west of the road throughout the remainder of the 
trench, layers of concrete were between 32 and 70 cm. deep, but averaged 
at 50 cm. for the greater part of the trench. The cobbles were set into 
a fine grained concrete generally 20 cm. thick, with coarser, stony, 
sometimes loose concrete below. 
Below the concrete, the f i r s t 220 cm from the eastem end of Tl was grey 
brown stony loam (Context 14) to the bottom of the trench at 60 cm. At 
the bottom was a stone lined culvert running north-east. Below the 
tarmac and concrete of the road was a brown stony loam with iron pan and 
lumps of concrete (Context 15). These two layers contained a few pieces 
of bone and pottery but were obviously disturbed. Another stone lined 
dram ran north-east at a depth of 60 cm near the eastem edge of the 
roadway, to the west of which the trench was 95 to 100 cm deep. 

West of the road, for the f i r s t 10.25 m. the concrete overlay various 
clays (Contexts 1, 3 and 4) which were barren of archaeological material 
and quickly flooded. The ground rose slightly and gradually to the west 
and north, but the trench was approximately 100 cm deep for most of i t s 
length. 
Approximately 95 cm west of a bend i n the trench, north of the obelisk, 
some large stones lying immediately below the concrete across the trench 
marked the beginning of a large feature which extended to an unknown 
distance on either side of the trench, was 525 cm long, and reached to a 
depth of between 70 and 90 cm from the surface (Context 2). The f i l l of 
this feature was a waterlogged grey-black sticky loam containing stones, 
wood and leather fragments, bone and medieval pottery, mainly green 
glazed. 
To the west of the feature, clays and s i l t s recurred below the concrete 
(Context 8), and after 70 cm another feature appeared i n Tl. A shallow 
band of black waterlogged loam up to 20 cm thick lay beneath the 
concrete, with close packed cobbles at the top (Context 5). The band 
thickened slightly to the west and contained medieval pottery. After 
300 cm the depth increased sharply to form a pit 110 cm wide, f i l l e d 
with very black organic loam with stones (Context 6) which merged into 
Context 5 above i t and with Context 7 to the west of i t . Context 7 
consisted of a layer of hard packed cobbles and sandstone pieces at the 
top of a black, waterlogged, very organic material containing wood. 



The spread of cobbles at the top of Context 5 may represent a similar 
deliberate spread to create a solid surface above the pit formed by 
Context 6 and beyond i t . The leather fragments include a number of shoe 
fragments and offcuts from the making of shoes. This clearly indicates 
shoe-making in the v i c i n i t y . 
The westem end of the Market Place i s known to have contained various 
specialised market areas i n the medieval period. This i s confirmed by 
the findings of this watching brief, which produces a picture of intense 
activity with dumps of rubbish including the products of shoe-making and 
animal butchery. The ground was covered with straw, bracken and 
heather, either deliberately spread or the remains of animal bedding, 
and m places roughly cobbled. 

Except at the extreme westem edge of Tl where later pottery i s partly 
mixed with the medieval owing to modem disturbance, any later deposits 
seem to have been cleanly chopped off by the modem concrete and 
cobbles, and i t i s impossible to know what transpired between the 
fifteenth and the twentieth centuries. It i s clear however that i n the 
ground crossed by Tl at least no more deep pits were dug, as the 
medieval deposits were uncontaminated. 

THE POTTERY 
(courtesy Stephen Moorhouse) 
The group of pottery i s mainly late medieval and probably belongs to the 
fifteenth century. Although mostly homogeneous, there are a few earlier 
small abraded pieces and a handful of much later ones of the eighteenth 
and nineteenth century. While the recovery from narrow trenches limits 
the interpretation of the pottery, intemal evidence can suggest i t s 
nature. The bulk of the pottery, dating to the later medieval period, 
comprised large mabraded pieces with a number coming from the same 
vessel. Some of the pieces have fresh fractures, suggesting breakage 
during recovery and implying even larger pieces when deposited. A l l 
this suggests a homogeneous midden deposit beneath the cobbles, which 
had rennained undisturbed since i t was la i d down probably i n the 
fifteenth century u n t i l , that i s , the present excavation. 



plant material, bone, leather and medieval pottery. It was 30 cm thick 
below the concrete. 
After approximately 90 cm moving westwards, the black organic layer 
became slightly less organic and the stones were no longer at the top 
but distributed more generally throughout (Context 9). It also became 
thicker, i n i t i a l l y extending to the bottom of the trench and gradually 
becoming shallower to the west. Near to the bottom of Context 9 was 
found the large cattle s k u l l , and i t also contained medieval pottery, 
bone and leather. At the west end, where the layer became shallower, a 
narrow band of stony dark brown loam (Context 10) appeared below i t and 
stretched westwards beyond i t for approximately 370 cm, narrowing to 2 
cm at i t s westem end and overlying Contexts 12 and l i b . 
A l l of these layers were cut by Context 13, a thick layer of stony dark 
brown loam which extended to the westem end of T l , i n the footpath 
outside the Co-op, and reached the bottom of the trench i n places, at 
106 cm. below the surface. It contained bone and pottery which appeared 
to be of a more mixed date than that found elsewhere i n Tl. It 
contained modem disturbance i n the form of water and gas pipes and an 
electricity cable which a l l ran across the trench, and this may account 
for the more mixed nature of the deposits. 

T2 (See Plan 1) 
T2 was a narrow trench excavated in the footpath on the northem side of 
the Market Place, i n front of Colman & Morris and the Kings Head. It 
was between 40 and 50 cm. wide, and had a maximum depth of 75 cm., 
although most was less than 50 cm. deep. Below the flags of the 
footpath and their bed of sand, a disturbed dark brown loamy s i l t 
(Context 20) was revealed, which reached to between 50 and 70 cm. from 
the surface. It contained bone and very mixed pottery from 13th century 
to modem, and was very stony i n places with some large sandstone 
blocks. It overlay yellow and orange clays and s i l t s . Throughout the 
length of the trench, other services were encountered, especially a 
Bri t i s h Telecom cable which ran along T2 for much of i t s length to the 
west of the phone boxes. Consequently a l l the archaeological material 
was disturbed. 

HI (See Plan 2) 
At the westem end of Tl a hole was hand excavated m the footpath to 
join the new cable to the existing electricity supply. The hole was 669 
cm long and a maximtum of 60 cm. wide, and reached a maximum depth of 115 
cm, where i t ran under the kerb to join the end of T l , although the 
average depth was 70 cm. It contained a number of electricity cables at 
depths between 40 and 50 cm., running along the length of the hole from 
north to south, and also a Bri t i s h Telecom cable at a depth of 32 cm. 
The f i l l of the hole below the flags of the footpath was a disturbed 
brown to black stony loam containing some bone and pottery including 
modem fragments (Context 16). This extended to the bottom of the hole 



m places but from approximately 50 cm. below the surface an orange 
s i l t y clay was visible i n places, becoming more sandy to the south 
(Context 17). 

H2 (See Plan 2) 
A second joint hole was excavated i n the footpath at the eastem end of 
Tl , near to the Church of the Holy Trinity. This was 240 cm. long from 
north to south and up to 92 cm. wide, reaching a maximum depth of 83 cm. 
It contained an electricity cable running north to south at a depth of 
55 cm., and a dram running parallel with i t at depth of 80 cm. The 
f i l l below the stone flags of the footpath was a mixed brown loam 
containmg modem pottery and bone at the southem end of the hole 
(Context 14), merging to a yellow/brown s i l t y clay to the north (Context 
18). There was a large number of large stones and sandstone slabs 
packed m at the northem and southem ends of the hole, but these were 
clearly redeposited as some were above and some below the electricity 
cable. At the north end of the hole, the flags were set m concrete 
which reached a depth of 41 cm. and became thinner to the south. In the 
north-west corner of the hole a void appeared m the section behind and 
below an area of large stones which may represent a former road surface 
at a depth of 50 cm. below the present surface. 

H3 (See Plan 2) 
A hole to locate an existing electricity cable was excavated on the 
north side of Holy Trinity Church, to the west of the entrance to the 
Green Howards Museum. It ran under the kerb and extended 190 cm. into 
the road and 160 cm. into the footpath, having a width of 44 cm. That 
part which was m the footpath encountered a stone lined culvert runnmg 
approximately east west at a depth of 33 cm, and went no deeper. In the 
road, below cobbles set i n concrete, the f i l l of mixed dirty 
orange/brown clay (Context 18) continued to a maximum depth of 98 cm. 
At the northem end, two drains at 75 and 97 cm below the surface, and 
an old pipe at 45 cm. down, ran east west across the hole. This hole 
was abandoned as no sign of the electricity cable was encountered. 

H4 (See Plan 2) 
A further hole to the east of H3 was excavated to locate the cable. It 
was i n the cobbled road immediately north of the footpath and was 140 
cm. long east-west and 110 cm. wide. Beneath 27 cm. of cobbles and 
concrete was a disturbed brown loam, very stony to the south (Context 
19). The electricity cable was encountered at 50 cm below the surface, 
and a water pipe at 53 cm. The bottom of the hole was 62 cm below the 
surface. 



H5 (See Plan 2) 
At the eastem end of the block of buildings i n the centre of the Market 
Place, a hole was excavated to locate an existmg electricity cable. 
Part of i t was m the footpath and consisted of a trench 45 cm. wide and 
130 cm long across the width of the footpath, 92 cm. deep, with a f i l l 
of disturbed brown clayey loam (Context 21) below 30 cm of sand and 
concrete, containing a gas pipe at 27 cm below the surface and a BT 
cable 58 cm. down. 

The rest of H5 was i n the cobbled road next to the footpath, 614 cm. 
long from north to south, 100 cm wide for most of i t s length but 198 cm. 
wide at the southem end. The top 50 cm. consisted of cobbles set into 
hard concrete, below which was a mixed brown clayey loam (Context 21), 
increasingly clayey to the north, with small patches of yellow sand. 
Two electricity cables ran north to south along the trench at a depth of 
50 cm, just below the concrete, and a gas pipe was visible also running 
north to south at the southem end of the H5 where i t extended further 
into the road, at a depth of 74 cm. The total depth of the hole varied 
from 67 to 90 cm below the surface of the cobbles. Several large stones 
were visible below the electricity cable near to the kerb, at a depth of 
approximately 70 an,, from 162 cm. from the north end of the hole. Qne 
was 62 cm long and 37 wide and appeared to be dressed sandstone, H5 
also contamed same bone and one modem t i l e fragment. 
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CONTEXT DESCRIPTIC»iIS 
CONTEXT 1: Hard blue clay, possibly the undisturbed subsoil, occurring 
below the concrete west of the road crossmg m Tl . The bottom of the 
layer was not reached anywhere i n the trench. 
CONTEXT 2: Layer of grey/black, sticky clay, waterlogged loam with some 
stones. Extended from below concrete setting of cobbles (45 cm below 
surface) nearly to the bottom of Tl at 90 cm below the surface, and had 
clear interfaces with Contexts 4 and 8 which i t cut. Contained medieval 
pottery, bone and leather. 
CONTEXT 3: Fairly soft mottled blue/orange clay to the east of Context 1 
and merging into i t , extending from immediately below the concrete to 
the bottom of Tl. Possibly a disturbed form of Context 1, 
CONTEXT 4: Orange clay to the west and east of Contexts 1 and 2, and 
merging into them. It extended from immediately beneath the concrete to 
the bottom of T l , 
CONTEXT 5: Layer, c. 20 cm. thick immediately below the concrete i n T l , 
of black, organic, waterlogged loam with a layer of hard packed cobbles 
at the top of and withm i t . It overlay the s i l t of Context 11 to the 
west of the s i l t s and clays of Context 8, and overlay and merged into 
Context 6 with no clear horizon between the two. Contained medieval 
pottery, wood and leather. 
CONTEXT 6: Layer of very black, waterlogged, organic loam with stones, 
beneath and merging into Context 5, forming a possible pit reachmg to 
the bottom of Tl at c. 100 cm below the surface, but not beyond i t . 
Contained medieval pottery. 
CONTEXT 7: Layer of black, organic, waterlogged loam inniediately beneath 
an intermittent narrow band of hard packed stones, cobbles and sandstone 
pieces. Layer was c, 25 to 30 cm thick, from 35 to 65 cm below the 
surface in T l , merging into Contexts 5, 6 and 9. Elsewhere i t overlay 
Context l l a . Contained medieval pottery, wood, leather and bone. 
CONTEXT 8: Orange /yellow clays and s i l t s to the east of and merging 
into Contest 11. Extended from immediately below the concrete to the 
bottom of T l . 
CONTEXT 9: Layer of black organic material beneath and merging into 
Context 7, and extending to the bottom of Tl i n places, maximum depth c. 
95 cm. forming a possible p i t . Overlay the s i l t s and s i l t y clays of 
Contexts l l a and l i b . Contamed medieval pottery, bone and leather. 
CONTEXT 10: Narrow layer of dark brown loam with stones and iron pan, 
immediately below the concrete towards the westem end of T l , partly 
underlying Context 9 and extending westwards i n a 2 cm band above the 
s i l t s and clays of Contexts l i b and 12. 



CONTEXT 11: Grey s i l t with patches of yellow sand lying beneath Context 
5 and extending to the bottom of Tl. No clear horizon with Contexts 8 
and l l a . 
CONTEXT l l a : Grey brown s i l t y clay lying beneath Context 7, extending to 
the bottom of T l , and merging with Context 11 and l i b . 
CONTEXT l i b : SiIty grey to yellow clay underlying Contexts 9, 12 and 
13, and extending to the bottom of Tl. Merged with Context l l a to the 
east and extended west to the end of T l . 
CONTEXT 12: Layer of orange/yellow gritty sandy s i l t , a maximum of 20 cm 
deep, underlying Context 10 and overlying Context l i b without a clear 
horizon between the two. 
CONTEXT 13: Layer of slightly loamy dark brown s i l t with stones at the 
westem end of T l . Mixed layer extending from immediately beneath 
concrete to 100 cm. below surface, overlying Context l i b , and mergmg 
with Context 16 m HI. Some modem disturbances withm layer (gas, 
electric and water services). Contained medieval pottery and bone. 
CONTEXT 14: Grey brown stony loam containing some bone and pottery, 
disturbed by stone lined drain. No clear horizon with Contexts 15 or 
18. 
CONTEXT 15: Brown stony loam with iron pan and lumps of concrete under 
road i n T l : disturbed. No clear horizon with Context 14. 
CONTEXT 16: Disturbed stony loam, brown to black, m HI, containing 
bone and mixed pottery. Merges with Context 13 m Tl but with more 
modem disturbance. 
CONTEXT 17: Orange s i l t y clay underlying Context 16 i n HI, becoming 
more sandy to the south. 
CONTEXT 18: Orange/brown s i l t y clay, merging with Context 14 to the 
south with no clear horizon m H2, and appearing also m H3. 
CONTEXT 19: Disturbed brown loam, stony i n places, in H4, similar to 
Contexts 15 and 20. 
CONTEXT 20: Disturbed dark brown loamy s i l t m T2, containing bone and 
mixed pottery from medieval to modem. 
CONTEXT 21: Mixed brown clayey loam, increasingly clayey to north, i n 
H5. 
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KEY TO SECTIONS - context nos. 

1 Hard blue clay 
2 Grey/black organic sticky loam 
3 Soft mottled blue/orange clay 
4 Orange clay 
5 Black organic waterlogged loam with cobbles 
S Black organic waterlogged stony loam 
I Black organic waterlogged loam with cobbles 
8 Orange/yellow clays and silts 
9 Black organic watertogged loam with some stones 
10 Dark brown stony lo«n with iron pan 
II Grey silt with patches of yellow sand 
11a Grey/brown siity cloy' 
l i b Grey/brown to yeHow silty clay 
12 Orange/yellow gritty sandy sitt 
13 Dark brown silty loam with stones 
14 Grey/brown stony loam 
15 Brown stony loam wtth iron pan 


